Coastal Managers Meeting
May 24, 2018

This meeting took place at Magnolia Greens Clubhouse dining room at 1 PM. In
attendance were T. Spataro, T. Alexander, D.Davies, B. Walsh, A. Gerberg, and J.
Kaplan.
A reminder to check the web site before 7:30 A.M. for a rain out determination was
stated as sometimes it doesn't rain everywhere in Wilmington.
Solicit players for their vote on the 2nd and 3rd base run thru trial and document their
vote before our summer break.
In the interests of expediting game time, enforce the existing on deck readiness rule by
having the pitcher deliver and any pitch is a strike. Also, if a substitute runner is not
readily available the game must move on.
New- if any one hits a home run over the fence, the requirement to run all bases is
waived.
Rained out games in progress do not pick up where they left off. They are rescheduled
as a any rain out would be if they don't meet the innings played criteria.
Clarification: If a runner clearly turns his shoulder to the left or is more than marginally
to the left of the foul line, he is "Exposed" on his run past First base.
Reminder: We are scheduled for games this coming Tues and Thurs. following
Memorial Day.
Borrowing players from another team: If a team doesn't have 9 players the team
forfeits: A scrimmage is then encouraged. A team can borrow the 10th or 11th player
from one of the two teams who are not their opponent.
The readjustment /trades for balancing scheduled for June 8th is postponed until after
the completion of the first half. This will be kept to a minimum and very very few
players will be affected. If players want to be traded or go to Legacy they need to talk
to their Managers and let their wishes be known.
One team has requested that the substitute runner rules be restricted as it allegedly
gives certain teams that have "speedsters" an advantage. This was rejected and the
rules in place for substitute runners will continue.
Finally, the Patriots who have an abundance of pitchers and excellent game attendance
by players, have agreed to assign Tom Halford to the Tugs who need pitching backup."

